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jardinains is the newest edition to the magical chopstick
games series. when you hit a brick, it breaks and the tile falls
to the ground. if it falls on a gnome, you get some powerups.
that's it. this is a classic game of sorts. you can get up to three
powerups, and if you get all three, you'll be able to break all
the tiles on the screen. the free version includes 100 levels, 4
different gnomes, and a bevy of powerups. upgrade to the full
version for $19.99 and get three times the levels, twice as
many different gnomes, more bricks, and more powerups!
windows: jardinains is a simple ball-breaking game. hit the
bricks to break them, and knock down the gnomes to clear
them out of your garden. this is a classic game of sorts. you
can get up to three powerups, and if you get all three, you'll be
able to break all the tiles on the screen. the mac version of
jardinains! has a small but useful difference: you can use the
mouse to select the tiles. that's it, no more fiddling with the
keyboard. there's also a new, jazzier soundtrack, one of the
best ball-breaking games available for the mac, and a bevy of
powerups. jardinains 2! - yet another brick breaker game. the
fun is back. break all of the big and small bricks until the nains
are all gone. but the nains are hiding and they are really good
at doing so. now it's your turn to use the ball and paddle to go
through the levels and get rid of all the nains. use the balls to
bounce over the nains and get rid of them. the nains will fire
rocks that you have to bounce off, or they will hit you. the
nains will also be a problem if you don't get rid of them fast
enough. use the nains and their own bricks to attack them. you
can also use the nains and bricks to break the bricks they are
standing on. you can also use the powerups to get rid of the
bricks faster. the levels are not endless and you have to use
the nains and bricks in order to get through them. use the
nains and bricks wisely because they can be your best friend
or your worst enemy. don't let the nains sneak up on you.
collect all of the powerups and get the highest score you can.
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play jardinains 1 2 jardinains! 3 jardinains! free online at
greenthegame.com and you will see that the game has been
updated and improved. free download jardinains 2 for
windows. download jardinains 2 game now for free.
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